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of the Nine Thunders' and a scarlet vestment with golden
clouds and the hundred cranes embroidered upon it. He *
recited the prologue; the priests washed their hands and
offered incense. Then his Holiness incensed the altar. He
burned spells to summon the angelic host, and with invocations
and charms made announcement to the three Heavens and the t
ten Earths. They presented the three offerings. The music
began and incense was burned processionally. Hsi-m£n Ch'ing
and Ch'en Ching-chi both had censers, and soldiers marched
before them. Before them and behind were borne four parasols
of gold embroidery, and banners adorned with pearls. When
the procession returned, they took their places and the music
struck up again. Then they went to the tablet of the Lady of
the Vase and summoned her spirit to appear that they might
assist her on her way to Paradise. A small table was set apart
especially so that the dead lady's spirit might come there, listen
to the reading of the scriptures, and hear the teaching of the
true faith.
At noon, his Holiness, still wearing his hat and vestments,
offered sacrifice to the, stars and burned charms to despatch
angelic messengers to the underworld.
This holy man Huang was not more than thirty years old.
His appearance was most remarkable. Vested in his robes
and engaged in the execution of these ceremonies he looked
almost divine.
After this Abbot Wu, before the altar, read from the
Heavenly Treasures from the Jade Book with the Tiger Seal.
Then incense was burned again, and everyone went to the
temporary hall for refreshment. The most imposing table was
that of his Holiness; the Abbot's was slightly smaller. The
others had ordinary tables. Hsi-men Ch'ing offered his
Holiness and the Abbot each a roll of satin, four pairs of
flowers and four rolls of silk. The other priests each received
a roll of cloth. Food for his Holiness and the Abbot was sent
to the temple, and the priests bade their servers put their food
into a large box. After the meal, they all went to take the air
in the garden. The tables were cleared and fresh ones set for
the entertainment of the kinsmen and friends who had come
to the ceremony.
Meanwhile, a messenger arrived from the Eastern Capital

